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Abstract
The players have felt the swaying of the gravity center and smooth running without sports injuries.
As a future prospect, Masters Athletes encouraged to acquire more flexibility of the body trunk and
to improve the interlocking of the body. Consequently, further progress will be expected to make
evolution for better running using the power of the gravity.
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Short Communication
In various sports, some common characteristic motion would be found in several leading
players. They include natural movement without tactility or tension, speedy starting motion than
expected, smooth acceleration, persistent high speed, long endurance, and so on [1,2].
What is the secret that produces these impressive performances? Authors have been continued
practice, research and coaching of sports medicine so far, especially on Masters Athletics [3,4]. In
this paper, we investigate and compare top sports players with average sports players and usual
healthy people. In particular, we would focus on the difference in physical manipulation with them.
For these methods, adequate and rational manipulation methods of the body could be proposed [5].
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Traditionally, it has been believed that performance can be raised by "strengthen muscular
power". In other words, it is considered effective to increase the reaction force from the ground in
order to demonstrate high performance at many sports circumstances. As a representative method
for that, weight training has been widely recommended and continued [6]. Specifically, common
idea for training was that it is possible to run fast by kicking with the sole hallucal area (foot ball)
strongly, and to sharply cut back the feint by stepping on the shaft foot strongly.
However, behavior analysis of top players has been recently advanced. As a result, a different
body manipulation was observed than before, and its secret has gradually become elucidated and
clears [7].
For the top players, the secret of the movements was "use of gravity" that can make the most
of them into generating the necessary power (Figure 1). What is the characteristic point of the first
class athletes? They show flexible movement in trunk in various competitions. Anatomically, the
trunk has the maximum mass with the flexible backbone as the axis, which is connected to four
extremities by some joints. For that reason, they can move the center of the gravity by swaying and
tilting the trunk [8].
As a result, the trunk motion can lead the movements of the limbs. The displacement between
the center of gravity line and the center of body axis support line can generate the position energy of
falling of the center of gravity. Figure 1 schematically reveals that this mechanism can be converted
into driving force.
There are three aspects of posture in Figure 1. At first, a man stands evenly on both feet (Figure
1B). It is a posture that weakened in a neutral position where the body axis and gravity line coincide
and the body was supported by the skeleton (Figure 1B) [9].
Second is the utilization of potential energy in the anteroposterior direction. By tilting the body
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Figure 1: The concept of forward leaning and two axis operation for better and safe running. 1A: forward leaning, 1B: standing straight, 1C: two axis operation.

3.

deeper forward, large deviation occurs between the body axis and the
gravity axis (Figure 1A). As a result, the position energy of the fall
of the center of gravity can be converted to the forward propulsive
force [10]. This situation is found by acute acceleration of top baseball
players and fast dash in deep leaning of the short distance runner.

Among them, the basal point is the formation and maintenance
of the center axis. When subject stretch his abdomen with both
hands on the front, he can raise the consciousness of the center axis
[18]. In order to hold the posture, maintenance of Intra-Abdominal
Pressure (IAP) is required [19]. For that reason, we have instructed
to memorize the status that keeps IAP with conscious of expiration.

Third is the utilization of potential energy in the horizontal
direction. By separating either the left or right foot from the ground,
there is a gap between the body axis and the gravity line (Figure 1C).
As a result, the potential energy can be converted to the propulsion
force in the direction of the foot away from the ground (Figure 1C).
There is no wasteful force or no preliminary action in this operation.
Therefore, frequent feint motion seen in basketball and soccer is
basically on this mechanism. It is also observed in the running of a
top-notch sprinter or a long distance runner, which includes two-axis
motion method [11,12].
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